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A b s t r a c t : A new technique is
presented to simulate noise.
Traditionally noise is computed in
the AC analysis. We present here a
new noise simulation technique
for the transient analysis of the
circuit. Our approach has been
implemented in the electrical
circuit simulator ELDO, and is
particularly useful for noise
simulation in analog sampling
circuits such as CCD image sensors
or switched-capacitor circuits.
Comparison between simulations
and experimental results has been
made and is shown for a i.5/j CMOS
current mode amplifier designed
for high-rate particle detectors.

1. INTRODUCTION:
The major obstacle in the design of

sensitive analog circuits (detection
systems. "sample and hold", A/D
converters) is ihe lack of a simulation
tool to study the noise level. For this kind
of circuits, the generated noise defines
the accuracy or the resolution of the
>vslcm. ihen the major performance
criterion of the devices. Most of the lime,
the sense amplifiers and critical pans of
sampling circuits cannot be simulated
using ihe i radi t ional small-s ignal
analysis. AC noise analysis is today
available in t radi t ional Spicc-l ikc
simulator whereas transient noise
simulations arc hindered by the lack uf
theory dealing with non-stationary
processes and ihe impossibility to use
random number generators for ihc
implementation of noise sources in ihc
nme domain [ I ) .

An original technique. easy Io
implement, is proposed Io solve all ihc
problems described above. This method

has been implemented in the electrical
circuit simulator ELDO [2] and tested
successfully on several examples. One of
the most significant is a fabricated 1.5p.
CMOS current mode amplifiei designed
for high-rate particle detectors [ 3 ] .
Comparison between simulations and
experimental measurements are shown
to be in complete agreement.

2. TRANSIENT NOISE ANALYSIS:
We propose, in our approach, to

emulate physical noise of eiectrical
devices in the simulated circuit by
current sources. Each noisy component
has time dependent sources in(t). They
represent the noise current generated
by the devices. The noisy components
are Resistors, Diodes, MOSFETs, JFETs
and BJTs like in traditional simulators.
Noise sources have also been added to
macromodcls such as Switches and
Amplifiers to enable transient noise
simulations of Switched-capacitors
circuits. With the added sources, the
simulator performs traditional transient
analysis. After data processing, the
presented results of the simulation are
the traditional curves of the transieni
response of the circuit and the curves,
representing the RMS value of the noise
vs. time. Transient noise results can also
be plotted as an oscillogram of signal of
an experimental circuit measurement.

2.a. Noise Sources:
The frequency characteristics of ihe

noise sources arc defined by their model
of Power Spectral Density (PSD noted
Si(f)). The models of PSD are bias
dependent. As ihe bias is function of
lime in transieni analysis, the noise
frequency characteristics are also time
dependent (noted Si(f,t)). Therefore.



noise sources in the time domain are
non-stationary. The method proposed lo
describe such process use a
representation of the noise PSD by a sum
of discrete terms. Each term can be seen
in the frequency domain as an ideal
band-pass filter. The gain of the filter is
time dependent and function of the
integral of the PSD in the considered
frequency band (see figure 1). This leads
to a representation, in the time domain,
by a sum of sinusoids. The generated
signal is therefore:

Ni

n(t)=X ai(t).sln(eoit+q»i)
1=1

Where *Pi are randomly chosen between
[ 0 , 2 it [, ûi=2Jt.fi, fi are the discrete
frequency terms of the PSD. The magnitudes
ai(t) are updated at each time step.

rms_n(t) = ( t ) -

Figure 1: A theoretical noise PSD

This method generates continuous and
fully deterministic signals. These signals
were preferred to sets of random values
because it is indeed known that random
characteristics are disruptive for the
integration of differential equations
with stochastic terms [I]. Our approach is
simple, fast and does not disturb the
normal behavior of the simulator.

2.b. Simulation Results:
For a complete noise analysis, ELDO

performs a traditional transient analysis
(without noise) :ind N transient analyses
adding the equivalent noise sources.
After these N + l transient analyses, the
simulator computes the output statistical
results. At each time step the RMS noise
value rms_n(t) is calculated using the
Ergodism principle as follows:

Where Vo(t) represents the noiseless transient
response of the circuit and V i(t) is the i l h

transient run including the noise sources.

r m s n ( t ) is calculated in the same way
as the variance of a random variable Xi:

var(X)=(X - X)2

3. APPLICATION DOMAINS:
This method can be used in a very

wide range of applications:
• Determination of the Jitter of an
oscillator.
• Estimation of the error rate due to
noise in digital circuits.
• Definition of the accuracy or the
resolution of detection systems such as
CCD image sensors, or particle detectors.
• Estimation of the resolution loss due to
noise in A/D data conversion.
• Simulation of noise in telecom systems
such as S-C filters.

For the last application, noise sources
have been introduced into macromodels
(Switches s- d Amplifiers). We also
imnlement 1: ^ possibility to describe
m romodels and include noise sources
by defining the equation of the its PSD.

4. EXAMPLE:
To illustrate the capabilities of the

transient noise simulations, a concrete
example is presented. The following
circuit is a system used in high-rale
panicle detectors. It is composed by a
front-end preamplifier [3] (figure 3) and
an analog memory port [4] (figure 4). A
test chip has been fabricated in a 1.5u.m
1. MOS process*.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the circuit
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Figure 3: Schematic of the amph or

4.a. Simulation results
The preamplifier has a rise time of

less than 20ns and a slow fall time
constant, it can therefore be considered
as an integrator. Figure 5.a. shows the
signals at the input and the output of the
preamplifier. Figure 5.b. shows the
corresponding noise. We can notice that
the rms value of the noise at the output
of the integrator increases vs. time and
that the signal to noise ratio is limited by
the low frequency noise component.

The second pan of the circuit is the
analog memory port. Its action is signal
storage and noise shaping. It takes
successive samples of the signal into the
different feedback capacitors. The
complete system of analog memories acts
as a charge sampler and is equivalent to
a discrete differentiator from signal
processing point of view.

Figure 5.c. shows the different runs
with the noise sources, the signal at the
output of the total circuit and ihc rms
value of the corresponding noise.

These simulation results have been
computed for an input signal of 2.5 fC
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Figure 4: Schematic of the analog memories

injected across a 5 pF capacitor. It can be
seen from figure 4 that most of the
charge is deposited on one storage
capacitor within the 15ns period of the
clock.

4.b. Comparison with
measurements

Measurements have been performed
with different input capacitors and
different clock periods for the
integrating time of the analog memories.
Theoretical noise predictions [S] of such
sampling systems are tedious [3] and
simulations tremendously facilitate noise
optimizations of the circuit.

The simulations corresponding to
measurements have been performed.
The input Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC)
is calculated from simulation results as
follows:

ENC= Noise Q1n
S i g n a l

Where Noise is the RMS noise value at the
output. Signal is the signal at the output and
Q Jn is the charge injected across the input
capacitor (in e) .

Figure 5: Simulation results
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5.a. Amplifier input and
output signals

5.b. Noise at the output
of the amplifier

S.c. Signal and noise at the
output of the analog memories
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Figure 6.a. Equivalent input noise charge
against input capacitance

The figure 6 shows the comparison
between experimental measurements
and simulation results. The ENC is plotted
against input capacitance (6.a.) and
against integration period of the analog
memories (6.b.)

S. CONCLUSION:
We have presented a new method to

simulate noise in transient analysis. This
allows to estimate noise in any kind of
circuit that couid not be analyzed with
traditional methods. Furthermore tran-
sient noise simulation can be performed
at higher level than physical devices.
Noise sources can indeed be introduced
into macromodels. Then Swiiched-
capacitors filtcs or even Sigma-Delia
modulators can be simulated without
consuming too much CPU lime.
Simulation results have been compared
to experimental measurements and good
agreements have been noticed. Our new
approach allows IC designers to deal with
noise problems. where previous
simulations were not possible and hand
calculations very complex and un-
certain.
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Figure 6.0. Equivalent input noise charge
against integration period

Figure 7: photomicrograph of the fabricated
ICON circuit
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